
Simple Golf Swing Review Released by David Nevogt 
Simple Golf Swing review released for David Nevogt's newly released Simple Golf 
Swing program that teaches people to add distance to one's drive and cut strokes off one's 
handicap. 
 
 
Simple Golf Swing has finally been released and updated by David Nevogt and the 
GolfSwingGuru.com team.  After much anticipation people can finally learn a simple and 
effective way to add amazing distance to every drive and cut strokes off of one's 
handicap.   
 
Unlike many other golf programs, Dave Nevogt of the Simple Golf Swing was bold 
enough to be brutally honest with golfers and say "no matter how hard you try or how 
often you practice, odds are you'll NEVER be able to swing the club like the top tour 
pros". 
 
The good news though is that learning a simple swing is the quickest and best way to 
achieve improvement. 
 
After a quick Simple Golf Swing review avid golfer and online golf reviewer Paul 
Davidson believes this program can help the average golfer improve their swing quickly 
and easily.   
 
David Nevogt even says "the traditional golf swing is the reason why golfers fail to 
improve".  Early users of the program have been stating they were seeing results quickly. 
 
Rick one of the Simple Golf Swing students said "I added 20 yards to my driver, 10 yards 
to my irons.  I shot the lowest score of my life 91! I took off 9-10 strokes on the very 
same day that I bought the book.  Thank you so much." 
 
What exactly are the benefits of the Simple Golf Swing? 
 
With the simple golf swing, all the unnecessary movements of the swing are eliminated.   
 
This allows golfers to: 
 
- Master swing mechanics to bring accuracy and distance to drives. 
- Learn a breakthrough set-up that automatically gives one the correct swing plane. 
- Eliminate slices and learn how to hit the ball straight 
- And much, much more. 
 
For those who wish to buy the program should visit the official site here. On the site one 
can access the program plus take advantage of the generous offer being made by David 
Nevogt. 
 
For those wanting a complete review of the Simple Golf Swing should watch this Simple 



Golf Swing video review on Youtube. 
 
David Nevogt has only made a limited number of program licenses available so that his 
team can provide those who invest in the program the best level of service.  Included with 
the program is the Simple Golf Swing ebook, video and 10 additional bonuses. 
 
To get immediate access to the Simple Golf Swing go to David Nevogt's official site 
here.  To read the full Simple Product review go to 
https://www.empowernetwork.com/pdavila/blog/simple-‐golf-‐swing-‐review/ 
 
Buying from any other web site is not advised since you will not be guaranteed to get the 
most current and up to date version of Simple Golf Swing. Purchasing from the official 
website or Secured ClickBank Order Form is the only way you can be certain to receive a 
full 100% money back guarantee.	  


